
Unit 1 Internet Safety 
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G) How often and for what purposes do you use the Internet? 

® Did your parents make you use the filtering service when you were under 18? 

If so, what did you think about it? 
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Case 

Minors unprotected online, easy 
victims of crime 

A National Police Agency survey found in October 2010 that 98.5 percent of child 

victims of crimes through non-dating service sites had not used an access 

restriction service. The survey was based on 730 cases that police detected in the 

first half of that year, which included cases of child pornography and violations of the 

Juvenile Protection Ordinance. While suspects of these incidents disguised their 

identity on the sites, only 23.5 percent of the parents warned their children of the risks 

involved in using the Internet. It was also revealed that approximately 40 percent of 

the child victims had been using the Internet for 6 months or less, a fact that means 

many of them were relatively inexperienced users. 

The Japanese government made filtering for minors obligatory in 2009, but there 

are no· penalties for violators. Therefore, some guardians won't bother to use the system 

According to questionnaire results released by the government in April2010, the percentage 

of parents who used filters was about 60 percent for elementary school children, about 

55 percent for junior high-school and about 40 percent for senior high-school students. 

These figures were in sharp contrast to 1.5 percent for the victimized children. 

1 Notes 1 0 National Police Agency W~IT 0 access restriction OO~ItlJ~H 0 detect mi~9:@ 
0 child pornography ~ilif-Jv / D Juvenile Protection Ordinance w~'1F~~~IJX~f?IJ 

Vocabulary Check 
..tQ.>9t~~W&Ji., CD"'®Q.>ffl~BQ)~EIJl c!::: l/.C·~'~;b(..,t, '-tQ)~ a "'f J::~JJBV:fd:~(, 'o 
CD to hide or change something so that people cannot recognize it 

® a person who is responsible for the care of another person 

® a number that represents a particular amount, especially one found in official 

information 

® a person who is underage 

® to make publicly or generally known .. 
® morally or legally required or demanded 

a. disguise 

d. minor 

b. figure 

e. obligatory 

c . guardian 

f. reveal 
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1 Internet Safety or Freedom of Expression? 

Read On The pros and cons of controlling Internet content 

~/'\7~7'77~MC~- &>t:O)rp~~,:~;tl&:~t- '0 

The Internet has had a G) revolutionary impact on our lives. It gives us a chance to have 

almost instant communication as well as access to a wide variety of information. Given 

its huge influence, most governments more or less regulate Internet content through 

filtering and blocking. This is sometimes called Internet censorship. In autocratic 

@ regimes, political and religious ideas can be targets of censorship. Many democratic 

countries commonly censor websites that go against accepted social norms or can be 

a threat to national security. While people generally support Internet regulation to a 

certain extent, it can cause concerns for others. 

I Notes I 0 Given ...... J.f'i!5'ffil 9 0 C: 0 autocratic ~:llm-l*miJO) 0 social norms t±~J~iin 

CD a. moderate b. profound 

@ a. establishments b. governments 

c. positive 

c. institutions 

d. unexpected 

d. regions 

Some people say that regulation is necessary to create a safer and better Internet 

environment. First, it can serve as an effective countermeasure against cybercrime 

including phishing, hacking and the distribution of sexual material. Secondly, it can 

prevent children from viewing harmful websites, and prevent criminals from accessing 

information that can be used for criminal acts. Hate speech containing the use of racially 

offensive terms can also be controlled. Finally, intellectual property rights can be 

protected by controlling illegal downloading and sharing of copyrighted material. Under 

the circumstances, government control is generally seen as more powerful and effective 

than self-regulation to fight these problems. 

I Notes I 0 countermeasure :X'1m.:f.W 0 phishing 7 -1 ·:;:,; / ?'fi:W.: 0 hate speech Ml!~ § 

Exercise 2 ~3(0)pg3':~?~2iill':'a: T ~- ~t>l&:t- '-50)';t F ~-~Jdtl&:~t- '0 
CD Internet regulation makes children less likely to be exposed to harmful information. ( ) 

® Internet regulation will promote illegal sharing of commercially available music and 

movies among users. ( ) 
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On the other hand, some think that Internet restrictions are ineffective as they can be 

bypassed. Moreover, due to the limitations of blocking and filtering technology, decent 

sites can be blocked while some offensive sites are not. The chief concern, however, is 

that Internet regulation will seriously undermine our freedom of expression. This goes 

against one of the greatest benefits of the Internet which promotes a free exchange 

of opinions. Without clear guidelines on what is acceptable or not, governments may 

manipulate public opinion on moral or political issues. 

[ Notes I 0 undermine m.tJ: -5, {~~9 ~ 0 manipulate MH'F9 ~ 

Exercise 3 !R:3tO)~~H;:~?~2i!tH;: ';i T ~, ~t.>f&:t, \t,O)';i F ~:S:~Attf&:~(, '0 
CD Blocking and filtering don't always distinguish between good and bad websites. ( ) 

® Some people fear that governments might lead people to have a certain political idea. 

Government control on Internet content CD varies 

from country to country. China has a strict Internet 

censorship system known as "Great Fire Wall," 

which blocks or deletes pornographic or politically 

controversial contents. It also blocks access to 

foreign websites, including Facebook. In Gulf 

Arab states, political sites judged as threats to the 

regime are also blocked. In the U.S., Australia, and 
Google Inc. withdrawn from China 

( ) 

Denmark, public libraries are required to use filtering. France and Germany hide Nazism 

or holocaust denials in search results. Child pornography and hate speech are blocked in 

many countries, often with ® solid public support. 

I Notes I 0 Nazism 77-/(.L:. 0 holocaust denial ;J\O:J-.A 1--:a~ 

CD a. advances 

® a. firm 

b. differs 

b. hard 

c. spreads 

c. little 

d. ranges 

d. reluctant 
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Internet Safety or Freedom of Expression? 

Listen to Model Opinions 
Should Internet content be regulated by law? (1'/1l-.:?-·;; ~O):::J/7/'/£;t:;~~-r-mffi!J~tt.Qr.;;: 
~tJ)) £;:":)~ ,-c J..~'"F 4 J-.0)~7Jv:.tl::'=:.t/~ml~- ~3l~±!llt.>~~~ ' · 

I think so. Internet regulation is necessary to ensure 
Internet , that is, to make online 

--- activities as safe as possible. It also helps raise people's 
awareness about the of cybercrime, ) 
including piracy. 

Sheryl from the U.S. 

It is true that Internet regulation cannot totally eliminate 

websites, but filtering services can - ------
surely reduce the number of children who are 

in crime and cyberbullying. ----- --

Junji from Japan 

I disagree with the idea. Governmental regulation could 
lead to manipulation of information -------

that we can access. Therefore, I believe that access to 
information should be left to users' 
judgment. 

Adele from France 

Internet regulation can hinder people's ------
innovation, and fr..ee economic activities. People might 

being punished, and hesitate to take - ------
action. 

Liwei from China 
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Useful Expressions 

1. be necessary to... ·· ·9-@0)~c:::~<~C'i!f>.@ 

Internet regulation is necessary to remove demeaning expressions from the online world. 

C*Y5~Y~mw~G.m8~~•m~~~~~~~~~Y~-*~~-~~~•~> 

2. It is true that-, but... ~tct4'J4~C'i!f>0iJ'~··· 

It is true that rights to free speech should not be violated, but regulations on harmful 

content are equally important to maintain order in society. 

(~~~ El El37J~-@li!f~.tt~« ~"f~ l- ' L. t t<I:IJJ~tctJ\ 1±~0)~/¥~f*"?t.:3t> t<: t<l:~:g. ::J Y7Y ';/'<:~9 ~-ffiiJ't fllJ 

tslH<:ill&tD 

3. lead to... ···~t:-::::>iJ:iJ'~.@ 

Internet regulation of political content can eventually lead to governments having total 

control over people's lives. 

(il~rE!(:t'~~I*Jgt;:~g-~~ Y~-;t ... ; HJlflitH<I:. hJK~~!';Jt<:t<l:~ffiJ7J~Al-<~~j'i5~:1C~t<:Jtfc! -9 ~ L. t. t<:-::>~tJ~ IJ iJ';/d~l- ') 

Discussion 
,;: -r J 1-;;t 1:::·.::. ;;t / ~ ~~n: t.h c~ 6 (J) ~ ~ 1.>~ J:: ~ J ~ ~~ :n tJ) ct.> ;Q t>}:it .::t t.J: ~ (, ' · * t.= -r (J) m t~!P~: ~ ~ ~ ·::>-r JJ. * 
~J:-3. 

I [ 0 thivtk / 0 do~t thivtk] tkPtt I11ter11.et col1tel1i" should be re:Jul.Q!ted by lQ!W buQ!use 
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